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artd thus provides one of the relatively rare identifications of a 19th century 

k h copied the enamelled glass of the 16th and 17th centunes. The 
ma er w 0 1 K f " nh 
H 's copied in all its details from an actua « ur urste umpen» pre-

umpen I ., l' '11 d ' 
d in the Reichsstadtmuseum, Rothenburg. The onglna IS I ustrate 10 

Dserve Saldern's book on Get"nzan Enameled Glass ( 14 ) . Unfortunately, there 
a:pe:~n to be no foundation in fact for the romantic story which was retailed 
on the label once pasted on to the copy, although apparently an .annual. ceremony 
of the «Meistertrunk » is still played out at Rothenburg at Whltsun tide. In the 
view of the City archivist there, the g.lass IS more likely to «have been used at 
the City's behest, especially on the occaSlOn of VISitS by the Emperor or an Elector ». 

Unfortunately, when the glass turned up a second time, the label had dis
appeared, and the clue to its identity would have be~n lost but for the ph?to
graphs and notes made at the time of its flfSt showl~g to the Museum. Since 
that time, a second copy, this time with cover, but Without label or signature, 
has been produced for identification in the Museum. Let other Museums take 

warning! 

( 14 ) VO N S ALD ERN , op . cit., fig . 64. 
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SOME CHEMICAL APPARATUS BLOWN BY HAND 
IN THE LATE 18th TO EARLY 19th CENTURY 

by 

Revel 000y 

The Royal Scottish Museum, Edinburgh 

At school there were several subjects which I did not understand fully but 
chemistry in particular I did not understand at all. It is therefore strange to me 
to find myself discussing glass chemical equipment. However, it is the glass itself 
rather than its use which is my main interest. In 1966 I read a paper on Scottish 
Glassholtses to the Glass Circle in London. It was while I was looking for material 
for this paper that I discovered in the Department of Technology in the Royal 
Scottish Museum at Edinburgh the glass which is the subject of my present paper. 

When I first saw this glass I was immediately struck by the unconscious 
aesthetic appeal of some of the pieces. They are, of course, solely practical in 
intent but their hand-blown quality gives them considerable charm while their 
nature introduces, I think, a novel element to this Association. 

Most of the pieces are of dark green bottle glass; some are of clear green 
glass and one is of clear colourless glass. They all form part of a collection of 
chemical apparatus given to the Royal Scottish Museum in 1858 by Dr. Lyon 
Playfair, the then newly appointed Professor of Chemistry in the University of 
~dinburgh. The apparatus had been found « among the lumber of the laboratory» 
10 the University and was stated to have been used by Professor Joseph Black. 
~ether it was all used by Professor Black personally cannot be proved but there 
IS no reason to doubt that it came from his laboratory. 

Joseph Black was born in Bordeaux in 1728 and was the son of a Scots 
merchant engaged in the wine trade. He was educated at Belfast Grammar School. 
~n 17~6he went to Glasgow University where he studied medicine. He was taught 
y WIlltam Cullen, a noted physician of the time, and became his assistant. He 

completed his training at Edinburgh. Black is remembered as one of the pioneer 
?sers of quantitative methods in chemistry. From 1752 until 1754 he experimented 
~tlkalis, reputedly making use of the balance, carefully weighing chemical reagents 

ore and after each experiment. His resultant paper of 1756 on Ex periments 
~pon Magnesia ALba, Quicklime and Some other Alcaline Substances was of great 
Importance in the history of chemistry. In the same year (1 756) Black became 
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Professor of Medicine and Lecturer in Chemistry at th~ University ?f Glasgow. 
Here he investigated the effects of heat on water and Ice and his discoveries of 
specific and latent heat, made betwee? 1762 and 1764, would have been impossible 
without the utilisation of quantitative methods of measurement. By making a 
clear distinction between intensity of heat, measured by the thermometer, and 

uantity of heat, determined by method of mixtures, Black founded calorimetry, 
le quantitative science of heat. In 1766 Black succeeded Cullen as Professor of 
Chemistry at the University of Edmburgh. Here he . SOon gamed considerable 
reputation as a teacher. He did not publish all hiS dlscovenes but taught. them 
to many students; his lectures were amply Illustrated by demonstrative expenments 
m front of his students. 

Professor Black died in 1799. He was a prominent member of intellectual 
society in Edinburgh during its «Golden Age» and . was a great friend of James 
Watt, now remembered as the engineer who revolutlOl11sed the steam ~ngme but 
first known to Black as Mathematical Instrument Maker to the Ul11v~rslty of 
Glasgow. Another friend , John Robison, later Professor of Natural Philosophy 
at the University of Edinburgh, published Lecttlres on the elements of chemIStry 
(Edinburgh, 1803), from Black's manuscripts. A lot of Black's correspondence 
seems to have survived and some of It has been published, but none of the lett~rs 
indicates with certainty where Black's glass chemical equipment was made. A hl?t 
may be given by a letter dated 28 December 1787 from Black to Mrs Watt In 
which he refers to « My friend Mr Geddes manager of the Glass works at Leith » 
and asks that Watt should let Geddes know «the prime cost of a steam eng!ne 
to do the work of ten horses, in grinding kelp and broken pots. and. m turnmg 
the wheels for cutting and engraving glasses ». Black's fnendshlp with Geddes 
does give rise to the strong possibility that Black's eq~ipment , was made . by th~ 
Edinburgh and Leith Glass Company at Leith, now Edmburgh s por~ . ThiS com 
pany was created in the first half of the 18th century by the propnetors of the 
Citadel glassworks, Leith, which had started In the 17th century. Th.e Compan~ 
secured the services of Archibald Geddes, the eldest brother of a family of glass 
makers Later the enterprise ran into financial difficulties but was restarted by a 
group ~f bre~ers with William Geddes, a brother of Archibald, as manager. Bl 
1777 large numbers of bottles, as well as articles in clear metal, were produce . 
The factory came to an end in about 1820. 

There were of course other glass factories in Scotland where chemical gl~ss 
of the type und~r discussio'n could have been made. In Edinburgh t?e Caled~~~re 
Glasshouse (later the Royal Holyrood Glassworks) was founded In 179~ . . 
the Midlothian Glassworks was established in about 1800 at Portobell~ , adJoml ~~ 
Edinburgh. In Glasgow «The Bottle-House Company» was started m 17~01ater 
1779 John Geddes (a younger brother of Archibald) was a shareholder an 

dd . dd' the manufacture became manager of this factory. Ge es was mtent on a mg . d 
. f bib th'd too expensive an of fine crystal to the productIOn 0 ott es ut e I ea was th 

had to be abandoned. Geddes therefore went to Verreville in ~ 793, but a~ 
factory continued until well into the 19th century. The VerrevIlle factory 
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Glasgow was established in 1770. It was bought by John Geddes in 1806 on 
condition that the output was limited to fine crystal or flint glass. It is interesting 
to observe that In a Verreville price list dated 1 August 1811 retorts and receivers 
were advertised at Is. 8d. per lb, though these were presumably of clear flint 
glass and not the green bottle glass used for the chemical glass which concerns 
us here. Other Glasgow glasshouses of the period were the St Rollox Bottlework 
(advertised in the Bristol Journal of 1826 and carried on by William Geddes 
son of John Geddes of Verreville), Geddes, Kidston & Co (managed by Archibald 
Geddes) , and a bottlehouse which was built by a man called Jamieson towards 
the end of the 18th century and which specialised in making clear bottles. Outside 
Glasgow there were the Alloa Glassworks which started in 1750, the Dunbarton 
Glass Company which began in 1776, two bottleworks working at Greenock from 
1793, both believed to have been managed by John Geddes, and the Dundee 
Bottleworks which lasted from 1789 until 1798. 

There are therefore several places in Scotland where Professor Black could 
have had his glass chemical apparatus made. However, it seems log ical to assume 
that in view of the difficulties of transport and the risk of breakage Black would 
have had his equipment made locally. He was a friend of Archibald Geddes so 
why should he look further? We should also remember that Black had a private 
pract.ice, both as a physician and as a consultant to some of the industries develop-
109 In Scotland at the time. It is quite possible that the glassworks at Leith 
benefited from Black's chemical knowledge (there is a small section on the 
properties of glass in his Lectures under H ard Stony Bodies) and quite probable 
that Black's apparatus was made there. 

Muc~ of the glass industry in Scotland was devoted to the production of 
that practical vessel the bottle. The metal of most of Black's equipment seems 
to be .nothmg more than this bottle glass applied to a different and accidentally 
attractive purpose. The apparatus is difficult to date precisely; it could have been 
made at any time in the 18th or first half of the 19th century. It was given to 
the Royal Scottish Museum in 1858 as «old lumber» and is therefore not likely 
to date later than about 1825 - according to one's opinion of the age of « old 
lumber ». Professor Black moved to Edinburgh in 1766 and died in 1799. It is 
a ma~ter of individual preference whether the items can be accepted as Professor 

EBdl~Ck s or not. Certainly they came from the laboratory of the University of 
lOburgh. 

D I am much indebted to my colleague Mr David Bryden, formerly of the 
epartment of Technology in the Royal Scottish Museum, for his help in the 

;~ep~~atlOn of this paper. ':We both felt that the existence of this equipment 
W~usho~e bro~ght to the notice o.f a gre~te~ number of people interested in gl~ss. 

Id like to know If there IS any sll1111ar glass extant In Europe or Amen ca. 

in B ~~ .far we have not found any comparable early glass equipment of this type 
to b Cl ;10. Th.e museums seem to have reproductions. Specimens are more likely 

e ound In universities but most of them will almost certainly have been 
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discarded by now. It is also likely that 18th century experimental scientists stole 
from their wives' kitchens vessels of the shape required and these vessels, of 
course, would not now be recognised as chemical equipment. However, Professor 
Black's equipment does show that given the chance the simple beauty of the 
metal itself will always show through whatever the purpose of the objects made. 

The Royal Medical Society possesses a portrait of Professor Black which is 
at present on loan to the Scottish National Portrait Gallery (L. 259). It shows 
him standing behind a table and holding up a clear glass U-tube. On the table 
is a wide cylindrical clear glass vessel from the bottom of which an inverted clear 
glass U-tube runs to the top of a clear glass flask. The portrait is painted in oils 
on canvas and is signed and dated «Martin PWP Pinx 1787 ». It was commis
sioned by the Medical Society of Edinburgh as companion to a portrait of William 
Cullen. The artist, David Martin, was a pupil of Allan Ramsay and practised 
as a portrait-painter in Edinburgh and London. Unfortunately, the equipment 
shown in the portrait seems to bear no relationship to that in the Royal Scottish 
Museum. 

The collection in the Royal Scottish Museum consists of the following items 
(the descriptions are preceded by the registration number) : 

1858.275.38 Three solution glasses, dark green glass. Slightly bulbous with long 
tapering neck. 
1. Height 33 .5 cm. Diameter 10.5 cm. 
2. Height 32 cm. Diameter 13 cm. 
3. Height 36 cm. Diameter 13 cm. 
This type is illustrated in Lectures on the elements of chemist1,], 
plate II A : « ... the long taper shape of which permits agitation 
of the mixture, without risk of spilling it; it also prevents the loss 
of small drops which are sometimes thrown out by effervescence, 
which would in some nice cases of assay, &c, derange the calcu
lations ». 

1858.275.39 Nine flasks. 
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1. Dark green glass . Globular. Mouth broken. Height 23 cm. 
Diameter 20 cm. 

2. Dark green glass. Globular. Mouth broken. Height 23.5 cm· 
Diameter 20.5 cm. 

3. Green glass. Tall ovoid with narrow neck. Neck broken. Height 
59.5 cm. Diameter 1 7 cm. 

4. Green glass. Tall ovoid with narrow neck. Height 61 cm. 
Diameter 18.5 cm. 

5. Green glass . Cylindrical with rounded bottom; tapering to narrow 
neck. Neck broken. Height 22 cm. Diameter 8.5 cm. 

Fig. 1 

Fig. 5 



6. Dark green glass . Ovoid with narrow neck. Neck broken. Height 
20 cm. Diameter 11.5 cm. 

7. Dark green glass. Spherical with long narrow cylindrical neck. 
Neck broken. A very elegant and graceful specimen . Height 
69.5 cm. Diameter 17 cm. (fig. 1). 

8. Dark green glass. Ovoid. Neck broken. Height 34 cm. Dia
meter 17 cm. 

9. Dark green glass. Ovoid with long tapering cylindrical neck. 
Contraction between the body and the neck. Mouth broken. 
Length 45 cm. Diameter 8 cm. 

1858.275.40 Three retorts, dark green glass . Bulbous with long tapering neck. 
A type illustrated in Lectures on the elements of chemistry, 
plate II E. 

1. Mouth broken. Length 35 cm. Diameter 20 cm. This specimen 
shows clearly that it is a flask with the neck bent over; the channel 
on the inner side of the bend suggests that the neck was bent 
over a pontil (fig. 2). 

2. Mouth broken. Length 44.5 cm. Diameter 8.5 cm. (fig. 3). 
3. Mouth broken. Length 22 cm. Diameter 12.5 cm. 

1858.275.41 Flask, pale green glass. Cylindrical with rounded bottom, tapering 
to mouth. Height 34 cm. Diameter 13.5 cm. A type Illustrated 111 

Lectttre.r on the elements of chemistry, plate II H , and called a 
cucurbit. 

1858.275.42 Top portion (capital) of an alembic, dark green glass. Diamet~r 
of body, 19 cm. A type of more conical form is illustrated 111 

Lectures on the elements of chemistt}, plate II h (fig. 4). 

1858.275.43 Four flasks . 

1. Dark green glass. Spherical with cylindrical neck. Height 34 ~m. 
Diameter 26 cm. The body is mishapen and not evenly spherIcal 
which emphasises its simple hand-blown quality. 

2. Dark green glass. Ovoid . Height 29.5 cm. Diameter 21 cm. 

3. Green glass. Spherical with slightly flaring cylindrical neck. 
Height 27 cm. Diameter 17 cm. 

4. Dark green glass. Globular with wide tapering neck. HeighJ 
23 cm. Diameter 17 cm. (fig. 4. The neck of the flask shoul 
project into the capital through the throat) . 

1858.275.44 Funnel (?), dark green glass. Bell-shaped . The spout broken. 
Height 29 cm. Diameter 30.5 cm. (fig. 5). 
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1858.275.45 Two electrophorus handles, dark green glass. Long and cylindrical 
WIth one end rounded , the other open. These objects are described 
in the museum's register as electrophorus handles but their use is 
not certain. 

1. Mouth broken. Length 41 cm. Diameter 4.5 cm. 

2. Broken in two near the closed end. Mouth broken. Length 
50.5 cm. Diameter 4.5 cm. 

Fig. 6 

1858.275.36 Bott.le and stopper,. clear colourless glass. Ovoid, tapering to mouth. 
WhIte precIpItate IOslde. Height 33 cm. Diameter 18 cm. Said to 
have been used by Professor Black in the preparation of carbonic 
aCId. Perhaps later in date than the other pieces (fig. 6). 
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